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alone is not large enough to fill the cylinder without throttling
the entering air, with the con.sc*(juenco that the " mim " nuction
pressure line lies below that of the "hit" Huetion. It will
he noticed moreover that tin; compression lino AB almost coin-
cides with the expansion line B A. In order to ox hi hit better
what wuh going on during the two auction strokes a u stujtion "
diagram was taken. It is shown in Fig, 41). A suction diagram
is one taken with a very weak spring and with a stop fixed
above the indicator piston to limit its rising above a point
corresponding to about 3 Ib. per«q. inch. The ** hit " and the
** " suction strokes both start at A? but the latter hob
at AB much below the former at AD. The beginning of the
compression strokes are respectively BO and DK. FA is the
exhaust line after explosion, and it is seen to fall, below the
 it
Jr.
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at-moKp}ioric line ; this	the very useful " scavenging,59 or
clearing out, effect of the rush of exhauBt	along the
pipe.
102.	Governing*— The second of the alternatives
mentioned in paragraph 100 is called quality governing, as the
governor is here used to reduce the working charge in richness
or quality.   It         thin by partly cutting off the fuel supply.
This	the mean thermal value of the charge admitted,
with the	that the	produced is less and the engine
to its normal value.   The disadvantage of this
of governing is that the composition of the .mixture is
continually varying, and it is not possible to find any fixed
point to        all	Moreover if the mixture be
too	it will not fiw at alL
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